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Breda, June 23rd, 2023 

 

Concerning: Recall article 52078156, Funny Candy - Cupcake Dip&Lick 40 grams - (12x12pieces) 

 

Dear Sir/Madam,  

 

As organisation we have stood for many years of Fun, Quality and Safety. These are some of the most 

important core values of our company.  

 

However, a complaint about the above-mentioned article has originated in Finland. As a result, we 

have decided to recall Cupcake Dip&Lick, as we cannot guarantee that these adhere to the legally 

required specifications for toys.  

 

This product might contain a risk of a small part releasing and could possibly be swallowed. This is due 

to the absence of the connecting element between the candy holder and the top lid of the cupcake.  

 

Herewith, we officially inform you that we are recalling this article with the following lot numbers, as 

well as block these batches from any further sales on our hand. 

 

Article: 52078156 – Cupcake Dip&Lick 40 grams 12 pieces (12) 

Lot codes:  

KD2349-12-21     KD2577-03-22           KD2828-06-22           KD2972-07-22         KD3251-08-22 

 

EAN Consumer unit:   6931722311263 

EAN Display:     6931722311270 

EAN Shipping case:   6931722311287 

 

Most of these batches have been produced in 2021 and delivered in 2022.  

 

The recall is solemnly applicable to the before mentioned batches. Any of the batches with different 

lot numbers have been produced according to official Dutch regulations. 

 

We would kindly urge you to check your stock for the recalled lot codes and, in addition,  inform us if 

this is the case.  

 

In the case that you have some stock of the recalled lot codes we need you to contact us as soon as 

possible. We will provide you with further instructions on recalling this item.  

 

We want to thank you for your cooperation, if you desire more information about the recall don’t 
hesitate to contact your sales/contact person.  

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

Direction Starsweets Holland BV 

 


